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1. Introduction 
The possibility of having the same antenna system for both the picture 
and sound transmitters is provided by the diplexer. Its task is - while 
providing the necessary good matching - to join together the outputs of 
the picture and sound transmitters, so that they should not appreciably 
interfere with each other. 
At the same time it is necessary to attenuate the lower side-band of the 
amplitude modulated picture transmitter in order for the radiated spectrum 
to meet with international specifications. This makes it necessary to use a 
vestigial side-band filter between the antenna and the output of the picture 
transmitter. 
There are several solutions of this tw-in problem in the literature [1, 2, 3]. 
One of these, that is most often used, is called the filterplexer, which is a 
combination of the diplexer and the vestigial side-band filter. The following 
discussion will concentrate on this version only. 
The schematic circuit of the filterplexer with lumped elements is shown 
on Fig. 1. It consists essentially of two balun transformers for the input and 
output terminals, and of the reactive filter lines positioned symmetrically 
on two lines. The picture transmitter is connected to point A, so the voltages 
at points C and D ·will be of oppm:ite phase, while point B remains at zero 
potential because of the symmetry. 
The lengths of the coaxial lines from points C to L, and from D to NI 
resp. are equal. All those frequency components coming from the picture 
transmitter, the frequencies of which fall in the pass band, will propagate 
through these lines and will be out of phase at points L and NI, too. Because 
of the symmetry, this voltage \\<-ill reach the antenna, connected to point J, 
while K will remain at zero potential. 
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If, howeyer, there are such frequency components coming from the 
picture transmitter, which fall into the reject band, then these will be ref-
lected by the filters connected parallel to the line at points E, F, G, and E', 
F', G' resp. Since the t·wo filter lines are displaced by a quarter wavelength 
difference to each other, the reflected 'waves will be of the same phase, when 
they reach points C and D. This reflected power will produce voltage only 
at point B, 'while point A, i. e. the picture input, will get no power at all. 
The power appearing at point B will be dissipated by a resistor connected to 
this point. 
The output of the sound transmitter is connected to point K. Because 
Qf the symmetry voltages of the same phase will appear at points Land 1vI, 
i B OH 
~-----4~~---1~~--~ 
Fig. 1. The schematic. substituting circuit of the filterplexer 
point J now remains at zero potential. Since the difference between line sec-
tions H -L and H' -NI is exactly a quarter wavelength, the signals reaching 
Hand H' resp. will be 90c in phase to each other. These t",,-o filters can be 
:regarded as short circuits for the sound carrier and its side-bands, therefore 
they cause total reflection. The t·wo reflected 1v-aves at Land lvl will now be 
exactly out of phase, since the wayes pass twice through the quarter wave-
length line section. This signal can get to the antenna without difficulty at 
point J. That fraction of a power coming from the sound transmitter, which 
was not reflected at filters H and H', will get to points C and D in phase, 
and so reaching the resistor at point B, will be dissipated. 
It is quite clear by now, that no power can get either from the picture 
transmitter to the sound one or yica Yersa, while the powers of both trans-
mitters reach the antenna. On the other hand the pO'wer of the rejected side 
band gets to a dissipating resistor, called the ballast resistor, designed espe-
-cially for this purpose. This ballast resistor secures for the picture transmitter 
the constant input impedance throughout the rejected sideband. 
The filterplexer is sometimes referred to as the bridge diplexer, became 
its 11-orking principle is somewhat analog om to AC bridges. 
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2. The design of the filterplexer for a given amplitude-frequency response 
2.1 The response curve from picture transmitter to aerial 
The international teleyision organisations (OIRT, CCIR) prescribe the 
amplitude response of the radiated teleyision signal. Our aim is to fulfil this 
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Fig. 2. Tr,lerance scheme of the spectrum of TY transmitters (OIRT standard) 
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Fig. 3. 5implificd schematic drawing of the filtcrplexcr 
The response curye must stay bet·wecll the two giyen limits. Thc out-
8tanding requirements are: relatiyely high attcIl,uation in the rejcctcd side-
band, stcep slopes at the brginlling and at the end of the pass-hand and lo"\'{ 
attenuation through the pass-band. 
The foregoing discussion gaye Cl short account of the ·working principles 
of the filterplexer. It ·was shown, that the filters connected to the bridge arms 
produce the desired sidehand rejection, they determine the whole response 
curyc too, and to a cert:-:in extent they take care, together ·with the halun 
transformers, of the picture-sound separation. Let us discuss the sidehand 
rt'jection first (Fig. 3). 
On the schematic drawing of the filterplexer the lines marked 1, 2 and 
3 represent the filter pairs, ·whieh produce the sideband rejection and the 
oyerall response curye. The chief design features of these filters arc: the power 
:3 PeriodieH PolytedlIliea El. \"I 1. 
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should propagate possibly without any attenuation in the pass band, and 
should be reflected at frequencies falling in the rejected sideband. 
The requirements are solved by filters type A, shown on Fig. 4. The 
two terminal networks have one series and one parallel resonant frequency 
besides the two extremes. The places of the series resonant frequencies are 
evidently chosen to fall in the rejected sideband, while those of the parallel 
resonant frequencies are chosen on the picture carrier. 
r Q 
Fig. 4. The circuit of type A. filter and its reactance curve 
Fig. 5. The circuit of type B filter and its reactance curve 
lost 
typeA 
Fig. 6. The actual electric circuits of the filters 
At the higher end of the pass-band the power of the sound transmitter 
is guided to the aerial by filters No. 4. Also these have one series and one 
parallel resonant frequencies, hut their place along the frequency axis is 
naturally different from the previous ones. Namely, the series resonance is 
chosen to fall on the sound carrier frequency. while the parallel resonant 
frequency is put somewhere in the middle of the pass-band. The electrical 
equivalent circuit and frequency response of the sound filters (type B filters) 
are shown on Fig. 5. 
The inductances and capacitors shown on Figs. 4 and 5 are not realized 
in their conventional lumped element form, because of the high operating 
frequencies. The actual electrical equivalents of the filters are shown on Fig. 6. 
The capacitors are realized by metal sheets, while the inductances take 
the form of transmission line stubs short circuited at the ends. (The symbols 
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within one type of filter are the same, but Cl and Ll in type A and type B 
filters are calculated in entirely different ways 1). 
Let us take type A filters first. To calculate the attenuation response, 
one must know the reactance curve of the t·wo terminal network, and this 
latter one makes it necessary to know the yalues of the parameters in the 
circuit. 
The following yalues are chosen: 
where j~(S is the series resonant (or simply resonant) frequency, 
fares the parallel resonant (or antiresonant) frequency, 
Pp the phase constant at the frequency of thc picture carrier, 
Zost the characteristic impedance of the line stub. 
As far as fres is concerned, so far it has only been said that it falls some-
where in the rejected sideband.far(s, on the other hand, has been chosen to fall 
on the picture carrier, which of course is a giyen yalue. 
Zost is chosen to be 78 ohms, this being the characteristic impedance 
of transmission lines having the minimum attenuation. The choice has fallen 
on this yalue, because it is desirable to have the highest possible Q factor. 
For the time being let us regard these values to be given ones. Later, in the 
discussion, we shall retUln to the question of their choice. With the use of 
these values Cl and C2 can be determined by the folIo'wing equations: 
1 Cl == --------
COres' Zost . tgPres II 
(1) 
C2 == ------------~----------
COares ' Cl . Zost . tg Pares' 11 -- 1 
(2) 
These calculations are carried out for all three -1,2,3 -- type A filters. 
In the design of type B filters the following values are chosen: 
fres == fs == fsou!1d , 
fares, 
{Jp lr , 
{Jp 12 ' 
Zost == 78 ohms, 
where fs denotes the frequency of the sound carrier. With these para-
meters Cl is: 
1 Cl == --------
COres' Zost' tg Pres 11 
(3) 
(Here, too, we shall return to the question of choice for the different values.) 
5* 
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According to all these the impedance yalues of type A and type B 
filters can be determined at any frequency. This is important because the 
indh-idual filters are connected parallel to the bridge arms, and each filter 
shunts the transmission line to an extent depending on its impedance value 
at a given frequency. 
In the following discussion the attenuation caused by a shunt reac-
tance will be determined (see Fig. 7). 
A transmission line having a characteristic impedance of Zo is terminated 
\\-ith its wave-impedance. This is shunted by a pure reactance of either +jX 
or --jX. On the figure Pt denotes the forward, and Pr the reflected power. 
Fig. ;-. A reactance connected parallel to a matched transmission line 
The resulting admittance, Y2' of the termination and of the shunt 
reactance is now: 
(4) 
The transmission line theory defines the voltage reflection coefficient: 
wherc Z2 is the resulting impedance of the termination. 
\Vith the combination of Eq. 4. 'we get: 
X 
-whcr e X' = that is the normQlizecl impedance. 
Zo 
r 1 




1 = 2jX' 
(7) 
(8) 
The attenuation is defined as the ratio vI' the difference bet'ween the 
forward and reflected po'weI' and the forward power: 
a = -r:.j~,- = 1 - ~ 
P f Pt 
(9) 
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Since 
!Tl= and TI2=~. P , 
f u-J 
by substituting these into Eq. 9., the attenuation results in: 
a = 1 - . T ,2; that is in dB: 
,r;.es feres = fpicture 
~==-------!--~-r~~~~~====~~~f[M~] ~~i c~: I 1 
IQ C 
typeA : b 
1 
I 
Fig. 8. Attenuation-frequency curves of type A filters 
By using Eq. 8., we get: 
1 1 -;- 4X'2 











The attenuation can also be expressed with the voltage :otanding 'wayc 
ratio: 
r r -1 (14) 
And so the attenuation: 
adB = - 10 loglo [ 1 --- j = - 10 loglO r ~---'--- J. 
1 - rz v L 4r (15) 
The transmission line, to which the filters are connected, can be regarded 
as one, terminated by its characteristic impedance. Consequently by cal-
culation it is pO:3sible to plot the attenuation versus frequency curve caused 
by a filter of given parameters. (Fig. 8) 
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The given curyes correspond to a filter having different {3p ~ values. 
It can be seen, that at a given frequency the attenuation changes with the 
different values of {3p [1' and by properly choosing it, one can prescribe the 
value of attenuation at a third frequency besides those of the !res and fares 
frequencies. 
Fig. 9. shows the attenuation curves that can be realized by the type 
B filters. 
The response curve of the filterplexer is determined by the filters. Since 
the t-wo bridge arms are symmetrically built up, it is enough to concentrate 
typeB 
!Diciure --f::=.:.::"-"-----r""""§:::;;;:::::-:-~--=::=~-- IJ{ [He!sl 
I 
j a rdB] 
Fig. 9. Attenuation-frequency curves of type B filters 
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Fig. 10. Simplified schematic of one of the bridge arms of the filterplexer 
on one arm only. Fig. 10. shows a section of one of the bridge arms, where 
the filters are represented by vertical lines (la, 2a, etc.). 
Let us assume that the filters realize Y~b' Y Zb, etc. normalized base-
point admittances at a given frequency. If these admittances are transformed 
and summed up, one after the other in the opposite direction of the propagat-
ing energy, then the basepoint of la filter is reached, ",-here the resulting 
normalized admittance, Y; appears. 
Mathematically: 
1 (16) 
The form of this expression follows the fact, that the individual filters 
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Fig. 11. The step-by-step proeedure of the designing method 
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basepoint of filter la in the direction of the forward energy there is a Y; 
normalized admittance connected parallel to the transmission line. 
If Y; is calculated at different frequencies in the operating band, then 
the attenuation ean be determined 'with Eq. 16., and w-ith this the attenuation 
versus frequency characteristics of the filterplexer is readily attained. 
It was sho'\v-u, however, that Y 1b', Y2b', etc. can only be determined with 
the concrete values of each individual filter parameters. Besides these one 
must choose the resonant frequencies of the filters, the f3p /1 values, etc. 
At first try these naturally cannot be chosen in such a way as to fulfil 
the prescribed attenuation characteristics. In the contrary, by using the 
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cut-and-try method it is a very tireing work to complete the foregoing calcula-
tion procedure. Therefore, Eq. 16. - wbich gives the exact results - is not 
used at the beginning, but an approximating method, described below, is to 
be followed instead. 
By choosing definite values, which were mentioned in the discussion 
of type A and type B filters (fr s, (Jp 11, etc.) one decides the still mis8ing 
parameters (Cl' C2). After this the attenuation-frequency curves are calculated 
and plotted for different Pp 11 values. In this way four sets of curves will 
correspond for the four filters. Then a choice is made of one curve out of each 
set of filter curves and, from now on, we shall concentrate only on these. 
The attenuation values are summed up at different frequencies throughout 
the whole band. These values are graphically represented on the tolerance 
scheme. Fig. 11 shows the main steps of this designing method. 
It must be emphasized, that this is not an accurate designing method. 
This is only an approximation of the accurate results. The validity of this 
approximating method and its expected accuracy is dealt with in the appendix. 
In this way one gets some kind of response curve. Certainly, there 
will be such frequencies at which this approximate attenuation curve does not 
fulfil the demands outlined in the tolerance scheme. From the excursions of 
the attenuation curve into the forbidden regions one can logically deduct the 
change which is necessary to make in the parameters of the individual 
filters (other resonant frequencies, other i3p 11 parameters, etc.). 
Having made these changes, the resulting curve is again approximated. 
By twice or three times, repeating this method, the resulting curve will 
usually be acceptable. 
Having arrived at this point, now it is necessary to perform the exact 
calculations with Eq. 16. with the parameters, that the proper attenuation 
curve resulted with. In most cases - assuming the calculations 'were made 
in the above describcd order - the accurate attenuation CUl'\"e will be accept-
ablp too. 
The calculations of the attenuation and base-point admittance curve" 
of the different filters (Ylb', Y 2b', etc.) can be considerably simplified by the 
use of properly calculated and plotted designing curves. 
In many cases there is a need to know the reactance of a capaci.tor at 
different frequencies of a given television channel. Calculations are made 
much quicker, if the curve shown on Fig. 12. is plotted in proper enlargement. 
according to the accuracy needed. To change the capacity value from 10 pF 
to any other value is quite easy by means of a slide rule. 
There are also quite a number of cases, in which the value of the capa-
citor Cl is needed, which resonates 'with a stub line having Zost characteristic 
impedance and 11 length at a given frequency. The curves plotted on Fig. 13 
make this sort of problem rather quick to soh"e. From this diagramme the 
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impedance of the short eircuited transmission line of given parameters can 
easily be read off, also the impedance of different capacity values w-ithin a 
certain extent. It is decided by concrete demands, in -what region the curve", 
are to be plotted. 
C=Constant 
Fig. 12. The reactancc-frequency curve of a capacitor 
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Fig. 13. The reactance-frequency curvcs of short circuited stubs and capacitor'; 
2.2. The response curve from sound transmitter to aerial 
This problem can simply be solved if based on the previous discussion. 
This calculation, ho·wever, should be completed only after the correct picture 
response curve had bcen attained, since all of the circuit elements are well 
known by then. 
Since the band of the sound transmitter is relatively small (the maxi-
mum frequency deviation being ±50 kc/s), the calculations are confined to 
·within ± iJf =.5 Mc/s belo·w and above the sound carrier frequency. It ·was 
shown preyiously, that filters 4a and 4,b resonate at the frequency of the souml 
transmitter. Consequently they produce practically a short circuit on the 
line. In the frequency band mentioned aboye the reactances of the filters 
4a and 4b remain at such lo·w value, that the impedances resulting at their 
base-points are mainly decided by them. Therefore the transformation of the 
reactances of the other filters can be neglected. 
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The attenuation versus frequency curve can be calculated on the basis 
of Fig. 14. At the sound transmitter input a forward power, Pf starts off towards 
the side branches of the balun transformer. Because of the short circuits 
produced by filters 4a and 4b, a reflected power, Pn propagates towards the 
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Fig. 14. Schematic circuit for the calculation of the attenuation between the sound transmitter 
and the aerial 
By substituting Eq. 8., we get: 
X 
1 +
14X/2 'j, adB = - 10 loglo (21) 
where x' = - is the value of the normalized filter impedance at Cl given 
Zo 
frequency. 
3. Realization of the filters and of the halnn transformers 
3.1. Determination of the dimensions of the filters 
The electric data of the filters positioned on the two bridge arms have, 
in the previous discussion, been determined. Therefore, the folIo'wing values 
~an be regarded as given ones: (see Fig. 6) 
For type A filters: Cl' C2, 11 and Zost; 
for type B filters: Cl' 11 , 12, and Zost. 
Fig. 15. sho,vs the actual schematic diagramme of the two types of 
filters. The series circuit producing the pole is realized with a capacity-tuned 
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cavity resonator in the case of both filters. The C2 capacitor producing the 
zero in the response curve got its place just opposite to the cavity resonator 
for the type A filters, while for type B, the parallel inductance is realized 
by a short circuited stub. 
The characteristic impedance of the coaxial stubs realizing the induct-
ances is given, it is 78 ohms, the same as those of the cavity resonators. It is 
",v-ell known that by increasing the diameter, the Q factor of a coaxial cavity 
increases too. The outer diameter has been chosen to be 160 mms as a compro-
mise between the possibilities of manufacturing and good ope-ration charac-
C, 
Fig. 15. The actual schematic of the two types offilters 
J 
.. J 
teristics. Consequently the inner diameter can by now be calculated from the 
follo1Ving equations: 





num loglo 0,434 60 
(22) 
(23) 
Naturally prOVISIOns are made for the exact setting of the calculated 
resonant frequencies by making the filters tunable. It can be seen on Fig. 
15 that there are two independent means by which one can set the series 
resonant frequency. In this way the LIC ratio (i.e. (Jp ll) can be adjusted to the 
proper value besides the setting of the necessary resonant frequency. 
The innermost part of the inner conductor of the filter has been dimen-
sioned in such a way, that by air circulation the dissipated power o"wing to the 
losses can be extracted. 
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In the case of type A filters, the C2 capacitor was realized with the 
help of a symmetric metal sheet, the distance of which from the inner conduc-
tor leading across the filter is variable by means of a screw-thread. 
The parallel inductance of type B filters was realized - as has already 
been shown - with a short eireuited stub. Its dimensions were kept low 
owing to the fact, that most of the losses originate in the inductance of the 
series circuit. In order to ensure the smallest possible room necessary for the 
filterplexer, these stubs were broken at 90° (see Fig. 15). 
3.2. Determination of the dimensions of the balun transformers 
There are several types of balun transformers discussed in the literature 
of which we have chosen the coaxially built; slotted line type. Its schematic 
A/l; All; 
[ 
i r A 11 / B L [ 
. Sec/ion [-£ 
; c A~ -4"~~lt'----L==-~=------,~:=t 
B 
Fig. 16. Co axially built, slotted line type balnn transformer 
drawing is giyen on Fig. 16. It consists of a threefold coaxial system. Input 
A is joined by a line haying 50 ohm characteristic impedance to point B. 
At this point the diameter of the innermost conductor increases (to secure 
the necessary 1 : 2 impedance tranformation), ·while the middle conductor 
has two slots along its length opposite each other (to secure th e necessary 
symmetrization). At the othcr end of the quarter wayelength slotted section, 
one half of the middle conductor is short circllited to the innermost one. 
Finally two outputs are provided at points C, and D for the two halves of the 
middle conductor. 
Input B is joincd to points C, and also D by a quarter 'wayelength 
transformer, while that part reaching out towards point A is short circuited. 
By moving this short circuit the unwanted reactances appearing at point 
B can be eliminated. 
Since an input voltage at point A produces two YOltages of opposite 
phase at points C and D (all three points having a characteristic impedancc 
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'Of 50 ohms), the inner quarter wayelength transformer must transform 
50 ohms to 100 ohm::;, because the two 50 ohms loads are actually 
connected in series. 
On the other hand the yoltage appearing at input B (which also has 
50 ohms characteristic impedance) "'\vill produce t"'\I-O yoltages of the samc 
phase at points C and D (see Fig. 1). Therefore, the outer quarter wavelength 
transformer must transform 50 ohms to 25 ohms, because C and D arc now 
connected parallel to each other. 
These transformation demands on the whole determine the ratios of the 
(liameters of the balun transformers. The characteristic impcdance of the 
'Outer transformer is 
Z 11 -0 'r 3- 4 0 Oouier = ;) . -;) = ;)." --, (24) 
~ .. fr .. ",./\ ~ 
a} 
Fig.17. Electromagnetic field-pattern in three different cross sectiom of the balun transformer 
while that of the inner one IS: 
ZOinner = 150.100 = 70.7 Q (25) 
Thcse cquations must hold throughout the "'\I-hole quarter wavelength trans-
former section. 
The dimensions of the outeI' transformer can no,,- he calculatcd ,,-ithout 
any difficulty, in case of the inner one, ho"'\\yver, it is far from heing so simple. 
That is becau:3e here hesides the impedance transformation symmetrizatioll 
also takes place. This latter causes a step-by-step change of the electromag-
netic field configm'ation along the quarter Il"avelength section and the familial' 
.coaxial field at the input (Fig. 17 a) is replaced at the output by a field COll-
ficruration gjyen on Fig. l7c. The transition is continuous. Fig lib sho"-5 a ~ :::':' L, ~ "-
field pattern in a cross section some"'\rhere hetween the two extremes. 
According to this, the characteristic impedance of the transformer 
is not constant along the quarter wayelcngth section, so Eq. 25. may not he 
used for dimensioning, because it holds only for transformers hayillg constant 
characteristic impedance throughout their length. The ratio of the diameter::: 
necessary for proyiding the 1 : 2 impedance matching has been determined 
empirically hy measurementi', which re~ulted as 1.8 with acceptable low 
tolerance. 
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In possession of these data the dimensioning of the whole balun trans-
former can be carried out. The incidental asymmetry resulting from the actual 
realization can be eliminated by two small plate capacitors located at the 
end of the balun transformer. 
4. Tuning and setting up 
The tuning and setting up procedure of the filterplexer is a very delicate 
problem at wchich the use of a proper measuring apparatus is unavoidable. 
We are of the opinion that the apparatus most suitable for this work is the 








Fig. 18. The setting up of the balun transformer 
CL) Measurement of crosstalk attenuation between inputs A and B; b) :.\Ieasurement of phase 
difference of points C and D with input at point A; c) ?Ieasurement of phase difference of 
points C and D .vith input at point B; d) ?Ieasurement of input impedance at point A; e) 
Measurement of input impedance at point B 
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Before the complete assemblage, the two balun transformers were sepa-
ratly checked. We have measured attenuation between inputs A and B 
(Fig. 18 a), the phase angle between the voltages at points e and D, wiLh 
the input at point A and B resp. (Figs. 18b and 18c resp.), as well as the input 
impedances at points A and B (Figs. 18d and 18e resp.). The symmetrizing 
plate capacitors were also set in at this point. 
Next came the pretuning of the filters. The measuring arrangement 
is given on Fig. 19a. First the resonant frequency was set by tuning to maxi-
mum attenuation, then the antiresonance frequency, by tuning to minimum 
attenuation. Then on a suitable third frequency the value of the attenuation 
a) 
Fig. 19. Pretuning of the filters 
a) Individual tuning of the filters by way of attenuation measurement; b) }Iutual tuning 
of the filterpairs by way of comparative measurement 
was checked. If it did not agree ",-ith the calculated (necessary) value, then 
having changed the Lie ratio, the above procedure was repeated, until the 
mesaured attenuation characteristic complied 'with the calculated one properly. 
The next step was the mutual tuning of the filter pairs. Since the funda-
mental condition of the good operation of the filterplexer relies on perfect 
symmetry in the t·wo bridge arms, therefore, it was absolutely necessary 
to bring the filter pairs to exactly the same reactance-frequency characteris-
tics. The afore mentioned Z-g-Diagraph is especially suitahle for compara-
tive measurements and it is relatively easy to achieve this "attenuation 
tracking" ",,"ith it [4]. The measuring arrangement is shown on Fig. 19b. 
The use of the selective vacuum tube voltmeter (USVF) is emphasized by the 
fact that so in this way it is possiblc to set the measuring frequencies with high 
accuracy. Namely, by previously calibrating with a quartz oscillator the signal 
generator can be tuned in on this same frequency with extremely high accu-
racy. With this method it was possible to achieve an accuracy of appr. 10-5, 
which is especially critical 'when setting the poles of the two type B filters. 
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The first step in the course of the mutual tuning began by bringing the 
resonant (i. e. the pole) frequencies of the two filters to the same value. Then 
by tuning Cz (or Lz resp., see Fig. 6) the antrresonant frequencies "were brought 
precisely to the same value. After this the tracking was checked on the low 
and high end of the band and in case of appreciable difference we made a 
small change in the LIC ratio of one of the filters and then repeated the above 
lnoeedure. \"\/ith this method it 'was possible to hold each filter pairs "within 
a ±.3" phase and amplitude tolerance. 
Then followed thc complete mechanical asscmhlage of thc filterplexer. 
The small detuning inevitably caused during this procedure "were eliminated 
hy "lightly adjusting thc pole frequency of one of the filter pairs. 
As a last step, a 'whole TOW of measurements were made for a final 
cCheck of the filterplexer. Again the opinion was arrived at that the 
Diagraph is the most suitablc instrument for this work because of its grcat 
yariet y of applicationE'. In the whole Mc,s hand the following characteris-
tics were measured: 
Attenuation from picture input to antenna output: 
Attenuation from sound input to antenna output: 
Phase response from picture input to antenna output; 
Phase response from sound input to antcnna output: 
CrosE'talk attenuation from picture input to sound input: 
Input impedance at thc picture input; 
Input impedance at thc E'ound input. 
From the CUTyeS of thc phase Te5ponse the ellyclope-dc]ay yeTSUS frequ-
encv characteTistic was also calculated, ,\ .. hich was later uscd in the design 
-of the phase corrector. 
Fig. 20 sbo,\"s the complete filtcrplexer in its operating condition. The 
filteTs being a quaTtcr waydel1gth from each other aTe easily distinguishable 
from each other. The npmost filter is of type B, the paralld tuning induc-
tunce can deady be seen as it is hroken at right angle. Thc foul' filters of the 
other bTidge arm can be seen on the inner side of the rack, the plane of the 
hTiclge arms being perpendicular to the axises of the filtCTs. The two halun 
transformers aTC turned into the plane of the hridge arms, theTefore, they 
can not he seen clcady. On the right side of the rack, on its outside, are located 
the switching facilities (Fig. 21) to which the picture and sound inputs, as well 
as the aerial output of the filterplexer aTe eonnectec1. The reflectometers, 
which continuously indicate the operating conditions, weTe located at the 
same place, theiT meters aTe positioned on tbe uppeT margin of the filterplexer 
Tack. It is possible to continuously read from these instruments the forwaTCl 
and reflectcd poweTS of the picture and sOLlnd tTan;;mitter5, as ,\e11 as these 
-of the filteTplexeT output. 
en 
Fig. 20. Complcte filterplexer designed for thc channcl 
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5. Comparison of the calculated and measnred valnes 
In the foregoing discussion we gave a full account of all the measurements 
made, and now a study follows, in which a comparison is given of the measured 
and ealculated values. This can be done only in the cases of the picture and 
sound response eurves. The reason is, that as far as designing is concerned, 
only these two eurves can be prescribed, where, by the way, there are concrete 
possibilities for determining certain values. 
The same is, however, not true of the other, none the less important 
charaeteristics of the filterplexer, such as for example the ehange of the voltage 
standing ·wave ratio as a function of frequeney or the crosstalk attenuation 
between the pieture and sound inputs. Prineipally these are perfeet, but in a 
practical realization there are several factors which haye a serious influence 
on their values. 
The most important factors are the following: the accuracy of the manu-
facturing methods, the assemblage and the stability of the mechanical con-
struction. The accuracy of the manufacturing method is especially important 
in the case of symmetry. E. g. theoretically the pairs of filters inserted in the 
two bridge arms should be both geometrically and electrically symmetrical. 
Naturally, in practice it is impossible to rcalize this perfect symmetry. On the 
other hand, manufacturing should trend to keep the differences at the lowest 
possible level, while meeting the demands of the economic production. The 
construction, the prescribed mechanical tolerances, etc. are especially emphas-
ized in this respect. A reasonable compromise must govern the choice of these 
values. 
The filterplexeT is veTY sensitive to symmetry because as we have seen, 
it is of the bridge type, and therefore, a difference between two units, of which 
we expect similar characteTistics, appears all the more sharply. So for example, 
besides the previously mentioned filters, the excentricity difference of the 
two bridge aTms, or the asymmetTY of the balun transfOTmers cause a change 
in the transformation and at the end results in a higheT voltage standing ·wave 
ratio. These same undesired factors might influence the feeding of the balun 
transformers by changing the phase relations, which leads to a "worse cTosstalk 
attenuation value. 
Even if the manufacturing is accurate, the same troubles may arise, 
if the assembling work is not through enough, let alone careless. It cannot 
be emphasized enough how important it is to conduct this stage of work, 
giving close attention tn details. 
Besides these, the mechanical stability of the assembled filterplexeT is 
none the less important. At the end this leads up to the questions of construc-
tion. Even the most meticulous manufacturing and the most punctuate 
assembling cannot ensure the satisfactory operation of the apparatus. If the 
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fixings of the tuning elements, and generally the variable elements are not 
reliable, then detuning of some of the units by constant vibration might 
completely spoil the correct electric functioning. 
In the tolerance scheme, on Fig. 22, the continuous line indicates the 
measured, the dotted line the calculated values. In this case the difference 
can be explained by two main reasons: 
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Fig. 22. Comparison of the measured and calculated values on the tolerance scheme (attenua-
tion between picture transmitter and aerial) 
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Fig. 23. Comparison of the measured and calculated values (attenuation between sound 
transmitter and aerial) 
1. It was impossible to measure the calculated geometric tuning length 
of the filters from a well defined reference point, because of the transition 
discontilluities that are inherent in the design. 
2. The Q factors of the filters are not ideally large. 
The response curve of the sound transmitter is shown on Fig. 23. Here 
again the measured attenuation curve differs from the calculated one because 
6* 
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of the fundamental attenuation of the filterplexer (partly because the trans-
mission lines are not ideal, partly because the two type B filters have consider-
able losses of their Own too). 
Appendix 
The validity of the approximating design method described in chapter 
2.1 is verified in the following. 
Fig. 24. Series equivalent of a parallel circuit 
Fig. 25. Equivalent circnit of one of the bridge arms of the filterplexer 
The impedance transformation features of the quarter "wavelength long 
transmission lines are "well known from the literature [5]. Hence the equi-
valence shown on Fig. 24. holds, where Zl is an arbitrary impedance, Zo the 
characteristic impedance of the quarter wavelength transmission line. With 
this transformation the substituting circuit of one arm of the filterplexer is 
sho"wn on Fig. 25b. (The original circuitry is given on Fig. 25a.) The reactance-
frequency diagrammes of the reactive t .. wo terminal networks, labelled E, 
F, G and H are given on Fig. 26. With the help of the series and parallel reson-
ances the whole band is divided into five sections and for the sake of a better 
overlook, the transformed substituting circuit is a gain given some"what 
simplified. Now let us take the sections one after the other. 
Section I. - Most of this section contains the passband. Here ZH and 
ZG, as well as Zp and ZE have different signs, so as far as the input impedance 
is concerned, they more or less compensate each other's effect. So if we add 
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them together, according to the approximating method, this only means a 
neglection made toward security. It is "worth noting, that the values of all 
four reactances are of such magnitudes that they are nearly negligible. 
Section 11. - This is the part between the picture carrier and the first 
pole. ZH and ZG, and Zp and ZE have here also different signs, therefore also 
in this band - like in the previous one - their summing up means a neg-
lection made towards security. 
Section Ill. - This is the band located between the first and second 
poles. It can be seen, that ZH and ZG compensate each other here too, while 
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Fig. 26. Reactance-frequency curves of the reactiYe t,,"o-tcrminal networks of Fig. ~~. 
sequently in this case the adding up of these latter-:t"wo is veTified only, the 
magnitudes of ZH and "Zo, ho"wever, permit them to he negleete d nearly, 
so the sum of all four makes no appreciable difference. 
Section IV. - This is the band located bet"ween the second and thinl 
poles. YiTtually ZE and ZF, and ZG and ZH resp. compensate each other 
here, but attrlltion should be paid to the fact that the effects of Zp and ZG 
are much greater, than those of the other two. In this "way the summing up 
of only these two is verified. 
Section V. - In the band below the thiTd pole ZG and ZH have the same 
sign, so their effects add up, while ZE and Zp compensate each other. Attention 
is called, however, to thc faet, that vowing to their magnitucles ZH and ZG 
are more effective in this seetion. 
By summing up it can be seen, that the adding up of the simple react-
ances in the pass band rcsults in a worse attenuation eun-e, "while in the 
reject band - especially in Section IV. - it gi"n>s a better attenuatioil curve 
than the actual one. In praetice, however, by taking this into consideration 
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at the beginning it is possible to reach satisfactory results with the method 
outlined in the article. It should also be added that although in the previous 
study the adding up of the impedances was verified and not the adding up 
of the attenuations caused by them, - which actually was done in the approxi-
mating method - still the neglection thus made are even permissible and 
the deviations between the attenuation curves calculated ·with the approxi-
mating method and the accurate one resulting from the controle calculations 
are not very great. 
Summary 
The paper gives a full accouut of the new design method developed by the authors 
for the vestigial sideband filters and diplexers (i.e. filterplexers) of television transmitters. 
It deals in every detail with the method used for the tuning of the whole filter unit and also 
gives ample information about the questions of construction. At the end of the paper the 
data of a filterplexer designed and set up by the authors' method is compared to those of the 
previously calculated ones and in this way verifies the adequateness of the method. 
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